$1.9 million bid for sale of timber

**WANT ADS FOR QUICK RESULTS**

**Limited Offer**

**Kelley Real Estate**

**Auto visitors spending more on state trips**

**The Panola Watchman**

**Move begins to develop 'Heritage Village' in Panola County**

**City expected to stall SWEPCO rate request**

**State, defense are both ready in Endsley trial**

**Judgment is expected in Pennzoil suit**

**Armed robber, burglars hit 2 businesses**
Boho keeps them screaming

School board awards numerous bids Tuesday

More rain is needed for area

Chamber banquet is a sellout

Repeal of 'tax' sought

Area woman takes leave for studies

Goals listed for state pest management plan

Commission is looking for artists-in-residence

Perhaps this year

Wall to push for agent

Jewelry making topic of meeting in Longview

Juror for fine arts show named

Sen. Bentsen seeks senior interns

Question:

PAY·CHECK

Why not open a checking account that pays a big 5½% interest-compounded daily?

Answer:

Yes—our customers enjoy acceptance everywhere.
**Watchman Opinion Forum**

**Editorials**

**Responsibility to education**

The responsibility to provide a quality education is shared by all in the community. The school board has a responsibility to ensure that the schools have the necessary resources and support to provide a quality education. The parents have a responsibility to be involved in their children's education and to support their efforts. The students have a responsibility to work hard and take advantage of the opportunities available to them. It is the responsibility of all to ensure that the community's investment in education is returned with a well-educated and prepared citizenry.

**Is department needed?**

The proposed new department of Education would be a valuable asset to the community. It would provide a central location for all education-related activities, ensuring that resources are being used efficiently and effectively. It would also facilitate communication and collaboration between the various education entities, leading to a more cohesive and effective educational system.

**Confusing cause with effect**

Will we ever learn? Edward Kennedy once said, "We are more interested in changing the causes of a problem than taking the effects." But the effects are the immediate consequences of the causes, and it is in addressing these effects that we find solutions. However, the confusion between cause and effect can lead to ineffective solutions. We must learn to distinguish between the two and address the effects of our actions in order to bring about meaningful change.

---

**Marshall's World**

**Sensing The News**

The world is full of news and information, but it is important to be discerning and critical in our interpretation of it. What we choose to believe and act upon can have significant consequences. It is essential to seek out diverse sources and perspectives, question what we hear and read, and be open to revising our beliefs as new information emerges.

---

**New Bigfoot takes a walk**

In this article, the author discusses the claim of a new Bigfoot sighting. While such claims are often met with skepticism, it is important to remain open-minded and consider all possibilities. This can lead to new discoveries and a better understanding of the natural world.

---

**Panola County Oil & Gas Report**

**Handicapping will be subject of LSU class**

The LSU class will explore the complex world of handicapping and its impact on the industry. It will provide students with a comprehensive understanding of the various factors that contribute to handicapping and the skills needed to navigate this complex landscape.

---

**Political calendar**

**NECKOVER FRAC TANKS**

To know more about NECKOVER FRAC TANKS, visit their website or contact them directly.
Income tax estimates eliminate surprises

Income tax estimates can come on the tax return as a surprise.

Your Social Security
Enjoy Today's Service

Sports Watch

Lady Bulldogs win district title!

Carthage gals whip Hallsville 82-46, go to bi-district

Mosley leads Elysian Fields' act

Gary roundballers disappoint home fans with losses

Beckville season ends on sad note
Record bass gets outdone again!

Woman bowler scheduled to visit Panola County

Carthage bows to Kilgore boys

Over 27,000 entries

Houston stock show filled to capacity

Piranha branded as bloodthirsty

South Texas drought hurts dove harvest
Cattlemen re-elect officer slate

The Panola County Cattlemen's Association recently held its annual meeting, during which several officers were re-elected. The event was held at the Panola County Fairgrounds in Carthage, Texas.

Bentsen wants federal regulations cost effective

Texas Senator Bob Bentsen has called for federal regulations to be cost-effective. He argues that the current regulations are too burdensome and costly for businesses. Bentsen has proposed several measures to streamline the regulations and reduce the burden on businesses.

HELLO

Let's Get Together and Shop Carthage FIRST

The American Automobile Association (AAA) has reported that the cost of driving a car is increasing. This has prompted the AAA to recommend that drivers reduce their driving to save money. The association has also suggested that people should consider shopping in Carthage to save money.

Look Inside for Great Savings from these Local Businesses:

Ben Franklin
Cain Hardware and Lumber
Hawthorn Dry Goods Co.
The Hobby Horse
Cox's Jewelry
Butler Chevrolet-Oldsmobile
Skipper's 76 Tire Service
Robbies Food King
Perry's
Carthage Furniture Co.
M & M Toggery
Campbell Mobile Homes
Hanszen-Jones Mobile Homes
White's Auto
Ken Turner Pharmacy and Panola Discount Drugs
Auto Parts Center and Machine Shop
The New Shoe Box
First State Bank & Trust Co.

Steptoe's Jewelry
Watchman Office Supply
Panola Furniture and Appliance
Panola Motor Co.
P & S Electrical Supply
Don's House of Tapes
McCarty's Corner
Carthage Drug
Toledo Automotive Supply
Carthage Builders Supply
Patterson Insurance Agency
Pippen Motor Co.
First National Bank
The Panola Watchman
The Pepper Tree
Dairy Queen and Tank-N-Tote
Twelve Oaks Best Western Motel and Restaurant
Know Your Heritage

Tyler County rancher wins award

School Menus

Disaster loan filing date is extended
Utility will appeal decision to PUC

Carthage denies SWEPCO rate hike

In November, 1975, the Energy  Assistance Program for Education was established by the Carthage school district to provide free gas to students. The program was set up to offset the cost of gas for students who could not afford it. The program was successful and continued to operate until the end of the 1975-76 school year.

Free gas: has it become a time bomb?

Parker trial starts ... slowly

Retired banker Jacobs dies